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Best Writing
NOMINEES
The New Inquiry • The Sun
Oregon Humanities • The Rumpus

Political Coverage
TomDispatch • In These Times
The American Conservative • Waging Nonviolence

2013 marks a new chapter in the 24-year
history of the Utne Reader staff recognizing and celebrating the best of what we read. Formerly called the Utne
Independent Press Awards, we’ve decided to contemporize the name and call them the Utne Media Awards.
Considering the wealth of amazing new ideas, exceptional writing, and outstanding journalism taking place
on the internet, we think it’s time the name of the award
encompass every form of mass communication we
come across each day from longform print journalism to
video blogs. While we still love and will always celebrate
the printed word, we’d be remiss not to recognize the
democratization of information made possible by the
internet. We think emphasizing the broad term “media”
allows us to appropriately consider and recognize all of
the ways people communicate with one another in the
21st century.
Of course, the best way to make that point is to simply
refer you to the list of 36 nominees for the 2013 award,
most of which have been featured in the pages of Utne
Reader in one way or another over the last year. As has
always been the case with this award, the selection process is arduous and sometimes even a bit contentious,
but only because the staff wishes we could find a way to
recognize every one of our favorites.
The winners in each category will be announced at the
Magazine Publishers of America’s Independent Magazine
Media Conference in New Orleans in May and published
in our July/August 2013 issue. To all the publications and
websites nominated, congratulations on yet another year
of inspirational work.
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Arts Coverage
Broken Pencil • Arthur
The Brooklyn Rail • Colossal

Social/Cultural Coverage
Rethinking Schools • Guernica
The Morning News • McSweeney’s Internet Tendency

International Coverage
Red Pepper • NACLA
New Internationalist • Middle East Report

Environmental Coverage
Grist • High Country News
OnEarth • Resurgence/Ecologist

Body/Spirit Coverage
Sojourners • Geez
Sacred Fire • Tricycle

Science/Technical Coverage
Psychology Today • Shareable
Scientific American • New Scientist

